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About This Software

Have you ever imagined to watch videos on a beach, on the surface of the moon,
in the center of a cemetery, or under the magnificent beauty of the aurora?

Now StarPlayerVR brings your imagination to the VR world!
With the most completed features, StarPlayerVR will make the best experience for you watching

your favorite movies in VR world.

 Multiple fascinating scenery choices available.

 Vive headgear's front camera supported. You are able to see the surrounding even with the headgear on.

 Youtube HD (720p, 1080p, 1440p) supported

 Youtube video detail page (displaying like/dislike counts, video length, description, and a list of relevant videos)

 3D side-by-side stereoscopic and over-under stereoscopic video supported (eye swap supported, too)

 180° video / 3D 180° video supported

 360° video / 3D 360° video supported
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 Desktop Mode! Displaying your windows desktop in the VR cinema.

 Support switching between video's audio & subtitle tracks. (of course, you can still choose any other subtitle files on
your computer)

 Video preview on progress slider

 Video loop/repeat

 Video A B point loop/repeat

 Add video files/directory to your favorites

 Played history (of course, you can clear it, so the videos of your special taste won't be discovered)

 Ctrl + C the url of a youtube from outside, and comes in for an instant searching.

 Ctrl + C the directory path from outside, and comes in for an instant local file browsing.

 Able to adjust the screen's brightness / saturation / contrast / hue to your preference.

 Curved screen, and you can adjust the curved angle to your preference.

 Player is based on the VLC library, so the majority of formats are supported:
- 3GPP (.3gp), AVI (.avi), FLV (.flv), SWF (.swf), M4V (.m4v), Matroska (.mkv), Ogg Video (.ogg), QuickTime File
Format (.mov, .qt), WebM (.webm), Windows Media Video (.wmv).
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Title: StarPlayerVR
Genre: Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
OrangeStar
Publisher:
OrangeStar
Release Date: 7 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

English
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like wtf, why I bought it ? I dont know, dont be stupid as I was please, not worth any money.

0/10. Awesomeeh :3. Paper Mario theme and DJT? Two great things combined!. With it's smart visual design cues and tight
controls Woah Dave not only looks like our memory of those 80's arcade classics, but it plays as well as the best of them. This
one is an easy recommendation if you are looking for a challenging game that will quickly have you chasing your next high
score, and cursing under your breath as Dave falls again to exploding skulls or flying eyeballs. Extra mention for the fine music
in the game, it's quite well done and certainly enhances the experience.. Yet another bullet hell game.
Easy to learn, hard to master.

Touhou > this;. In a world where all of the citizens are dying of starvation and water deprovation, you're wise father tells you to
save the kingdom by murdering all of the peasents that stole from your father in the past. The Fairy tears are spread across the
land and are proven to be a powerful addiction for some of the enemies, corrupting them and tearing their lives apart. You, as
the brave woodle assassin must save your father's fallen kingdom by murdering Snowy enemies and collecting berries to build
up your resources.

 During your adventure you will find many evil beings who have been corrupted by the fairy tears for example, a group of satan
worshipping white dots that wear candy corn hats and a green apple man who (due to childhood abuse and drug problems)
chases after you until he falls over and starts crying. There is an octopus that mistakes you for your father and yells at you
because your father murdered his family years ago. Later in the game you encounter a small group of sugar cubes wearing
yellow diapers that walk in circles. If you walk up to them you will notice that they are just enjoying their day. The game leaves
you with a choice of either to attack them or leave them be. If you choose to murder them, they will fall to the ground crying
"Why are you hitting me?!" Your character picks up his metal leaf and shoves it down his throat. This was possibly the most
graphic scene in the game in my opinion. You continue through the game stealing food and murdering your fathers enemies.

The end of the game is a final battle with the mob boss named "Woodlbeevur" who murders your father with an axe and
continues to try to attack you. (Spoilers) To beat this boss you must gather all of the Fairy tears and throw them and
Woodlbeevur until he drops to the ground crying. Then you must rip his head off of his body and place it above your fireplace
back at your woodle house. The final scene in the game shows you (The woodle assassin) crying over your father's grave and
screaming "WHY?!" as the game slowly fades to black. The credits roll in to a fantastic soundtrack overture, showing all of the
hard work put into this masterpiece until the credits end on "Follow me on twitter!" with no escape other that force quitting the
game leaving you (The player) to decide what happens next. Does it represent the unescapable forces of life its self? Or does it
represent the depression in murder and the consequences of disobeying the law. Truly something to think about for an eternity.

This is not a game, this is an experience. The open world is as large as GTA V or Fallout 3 and the story is as rich as The Last of
Us. Thank you for this game, and thank you for this experience.. Lovable gameplay and graphics. The cutscenes might be not
for everyone, it just short and sometimes unfigurable but overall it's okay. The puzzle is fun and great and the continuation is
clear.
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well worth the 4 bucks...having more fun with this than friday the 13th game :). Fantastic game but far too short, i wish it were
longer. Extremely chill and the music is awesome. VR short movie worth a watch. It is short. I wish there was hand and arm
movement to make it seem like it was more of you involved. There should have been more tension from the girl. In other words
more acting from her. Other than that it was free and another VR experience I had not had before. Get it and watch it. It is not
really scary but you are the victim. Freaky.

For those who don't have VR here is a link to the video.
https://youtu.be/WiGxXDteXcg. Now you can role play as every cop that ever died in the Wrong Turn movies. So far I'm really
enjoying this game. The music is relaxing, the combat is in depth and smooth, the artwork is fantastic, and the story is engaging.
This game seriously has some high production value! This is definitely one to pick up!

- Crankage Games (Developer of Comedy RPG - Metal as PHU K)
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